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A 

ABJECTLY ABCEJLTY ABJECT, sunk to low condition [adv] 

ACTIVIZE ACEIITVZ to activate (to set in motion) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AFFIXING AFFGIINX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

APHORIZE AEHIOPRZ to write or speak in aphorisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

APOPLEXY AELOPPXY sudden loss of sensation and muscular control [n -XIES] 

APPRIZED ADEIPPRZ APPRIZE, to appraise (to set value on) [v] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]   

AQUAFARM AAAFMQRU to cultivate food fish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ARCHAIZE AACEHIRZ to use archaisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AZIMUTHS AHIMSTUZ AZIMUTH, angle of horizontal deviation [n] 
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B 

BACKCOMB ABBCCKMO to comb hair from ends to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKFLOW ABCFKLOW flowing back toward source [n -S] 

BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BAPTIZED ABDEIPTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to [v] 

BENZOYLS BELNOSYZ BENZOYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

BEQUEATH ABEEHQTU to grant by testament [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BICONVEX BCEINOVX convex on both sides [adj] 

BLACKFLY ABCFKLLY biting fly [n -LIES] 

BLAZONRY ABLNORYZ great display [n -RIES] 

BLOWJOBS BBJLOOSW BLOWJOB, offensive word [n] 

BLOWZIER BEILORWZ BLOWZY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BOXBERRY BBEORRXY evergreen plant [n -RRIES] 

BOYCHIKS BCHIKOSY BOYCHIK, young man [n] 

BRAZENLY ABELNRYZ boldly (daring) [adv] 

BREEZILY BEEILRYZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adv] 

BROMIZED BDEIMORZ BROMIZE, to treat with bromine or bromide [v] 

BRYOZOAN ABNOORYZ type of small aquatic animal [n -S] 
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C 

CACHEXIA AACCEHIX general ill health [n -S]  

CAPSIZED ACDEIPSZ CAPSIZE, to overturn (to turn over) [v] 

CARBOXYL ABCLORXY univalent acid radical [n -S] 

CATALYZE AACELTYZ to act as catalyst [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CERVEZAS ACEERSVZ CERVEZA, beer (alcoholic beverage) [n] 

CHACHKAS AACCHHKS CHACHKA, chatchka (knickknack) [n] 

CHALAZAE AAACEHLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [n] 

CHALAZAL AAACHLLZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [adj] 

CHALAZAS AAACHLSZ CHALAZA, band of tissue in egg [n] 

CHALAZIA AAACHILZ tumors of eyelid [n CHALAZIA] 
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CHAPEAUX AACEHPUX CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHAQUETA AACEHQTU jacket worn by cowboys [n -S] 

CHARQUIS ACHIQRSU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n] 

CHATCHKA AACCHHKT knickknack [n -S] 

CHATCHKE ACCEHHKT chatchka (knickknack) [n -S] 

CHECHAKO ACCEHHKO newcomer (one that has recently arrived) [n -S] 

CHECKROW CCEHKORW to plant in rows which divide land into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEQUERS CEEHQRSU CHEQUER, to checker (to mark with squares) [v] 

CHICKORY CCHIKORY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

CHINTZES CEHINSTZ CHINTZ, cotton fabric [n] 

CHOCKFUL CCFHKLOU full to limit [adj] 

CHORIZOS CHIOORSZ CHORIZO, highly seasoned sausage [n] 

CIVILIZE CEIIILVZ to bring out of savagery [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CLIQUISH CHIILQSU cliquey (inclined to form cliques) [adj] 

COLLOQUY CLLOOQUY conversation [n -UIES] 

COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COQUETRY CEOQRTUY flirtatious behavior [n -RIES] 

COWPOXES CEOOPSWX COWPOX, cattle disease [n] 

CRUCIFIX CCFIIRUX cross bearing image of Christ [n -ES] 

CYBERSEX BCEERSXY online sex-oriented conversation [n -ES] 

CZARDOMS ACDMORSZ CZARDOM, domain of czar [n] 

CZAREVNA AACENRVZ daughter of czar [n -S] 
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D 

DABCHICK ABCCDHIK small grebe [n -S] 

DEFUZING DEFGINUZ DEFUZE, to defuse (to remove fuse from) [v] 

DETOXIFY DEFIOTXY to remove toxin from [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DIALYZED ADDEILYZ DIALYZE, to subject to dialysis (separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane) [v] 

DIAZEPAM AADEIMPZ tranquilizer [n -S] 

DIZYGOUS DGIOSUYZ developed from two fertilized ova [adj] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUMMKOPF DFKMMOPU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

DYBBUKIM BBDIKMUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 
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E 

EMBLAZED ABDEELMZ EMBLAZE, to set on fire [v] 

EPICALYX ACEILPXY set of bracts close to and resembling calyx [n -YCES, -ES] 

EPIZOOTY EIOOPTYZ type of animal disease [n -TIES] 

EQUIPPED DEEIPPQU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed [v] 

ETHICIZE CEEHIITZ to make ethical [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EXOCYTIC CCEIOTXY pertaining to cellular excretion [adj] 

EXOTOXIN EINOOTXX excreted toxin [n -S] 
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F 

FABRIQUE ABEFIQRU parish group that deals with church property [n -S] 

FEMINAZI AEFIIMNZ offensive word [n -S] 

FEMINIZE EEFIIMNZ to make womanly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FIBERIZE BEEFIIRZ to break into fibers [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FLEXWING EFGILNWX collapsible fabric wing used in hang gliders [n -S] 

FLIXWEED DEEFILWX plant of mustard family [n -S] 

FLYSPECK CEFKLPSY to mark with minute spots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOCALIZE ACEFILOZ to focus (to bring to focus) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FOXGLOVE EFGLOOVX flowering plant [n -S] 

FOXHOUND DFHNOOUX hunting dog [n -S] 

FOXSKINS FIKNOSSX FOXSKIN, skin of fox [n] 

FRANCIZE ACEFINRZ to force to adopt French customs and language [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FUCKFACE ACCEFFKU offensive word [n -S] 
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G 

GANZFELD ADEFGLNZ technique of controlled sensory input used in parapsychology [n -S] 

GAZUMPER AEGMPRUZ one that gazumps (to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon) [n -S] 

GIMMICKY CGIIKMMY having or being like gimmick [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 
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H 

HALFBACK AABCFHKL football player [n -S] 

HALUTZIM AHILMTUZ HALUTZ, Israeli farmer [n] 

HATCHECK ACCEHHKT room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S] 

HAWFINCH ACFHHINW Eurasian finch [n -ES] 

HAWKEYED ADEEHKWY having keen sight [adj] 

HAWKWEED ADEEHKWW weedlike herb [n -S] 

HAYCOCKS ACCHKOSY HAYCOCK, pile of hay [n] 

HAZARDED AADDEHRZ HAZARD, to venture (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [v] 

HEBRAIZE ABEEHIRZ to make Hebrew [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HEPATIZE AEEHIPTZ to convert tissue into firm mass [v -D, -XING, -S] 

HOACTZIN ACHINOTZ hoatzin (tropical bird) [n -ES, -S] 

HOCKSHOP CHHKOOPS pawnshop (place where things are pawned) [n -S] 

HOLOZOIC CHILOOOZ eating solid foods [adj] 

HOMEOBOX BEHMOOOX short DNA sequence [n -ES] 

HOMINIZE EHIIMNOZ to alter environment to conform with evolving man [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HUMANIZE AEHIMNUZ to make human [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

HYMNBOOK BHKMNOOY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -S] 
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IMBLAZED ABDEILMZ IMBLAZE, to emblaze (to set on fire) [v] 

ISOZYMES EIMOSSYZ ISOZYME, type of enzyme (complex protein) [n] 
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J 

JACKETED ACDEEJKT JACKET, to provide with jacket (short coat) [v] 

JACKLEGS ACEGJKLS JACKLEG, unskilled worker [n] 

JADISHLY ADHIJLSY JADISH, worn-out [adv] 

JUMPSHOT HJMOPSTU type of shot in basketball [n -S] 
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K 

KEBBOCKS BBCEKKOS KEBBOCK, kebbuck (whole cheese) [n] 

KEBBUCKS BBCEKKSU KEBBUCK, whole cheese [n] 

KETCHUPY CEHKPTUY KETCHUP, spicy tomato sauce [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

KEYPUNCH CEHKNPUY to perforate with machine [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KILLJOYS IJKLLOSY KILLJOY, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

KYPHOTIC CHIKOPTY KYPHOSIS, abnormal curvature of spine [adj] 
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L 

LACQUEYS ACELQSUY LACQUEY, to lackey (to act in servile manner) [v] 

LUNCHBOX BCHLNOUX container for carrying meals to school or work [n -ES] 

LYRICIZE CEIILRYZ to write lyrics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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M 

MAFFICKS ACFFIKMS MAFFICK, to celebrate boisterously [v] 

MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S] 

MAZELTOV AELMOTVZ used to express congratulations [interj] 

MBAQANGA AAABGMNQ South African dance music [n -S] 

MUSQUASH AHMQSSUU muskrat (aquatic rodent) [n -ES] 

MYSTIQUE EIMQSTUY aura of mystery or mystical power surrounding particular person or thing [n -S] 

MYXOMATA AAMMOTXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n] 
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N 

NUDZHING DGHINNUZ NUDZH, to noodge (to nag (to find fault incessantly)) [v] 
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O 

OPAQUELY AELOPQUY OPAQUE, impervious to light [adv] 

OXYTOCIC CCIOOTXY drug that hastens process of childbirth [n -S] 
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P 

PARALYZE AAELPRYZ to render incapable of movement [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PAROXYSM AMOPRSXY sudden fit or attack [n -S] 
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PECTIZED CDEEIPTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PEPTIZED DEEIPPTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PHENAZIN AEHINNPZ chemical compound [n -S] 

PICKOFFS CFFIKOPS PICKOFF, play in baseball [n] 

PODZOLIC CDILOOPZ PODZOL, infertile soil [adj] 

POLYZOAN ALNOOPYZ bryozoan (type of small aquatic animal) [n -S] 

POPINJAY AIJNOPPY vain person [n -S] 

PREFROZE EEFOPRRZ PREFREEZE [n] 

PYGMYISH GHIMPSYY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYRITIZE EIIPRTYZ to convert into pyrite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLIZE EILOPRYZ to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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Q 

QABALAHS AAABHLQS QABALAH, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

QINDARKA AADIKNQR QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUAICHES ACEHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUALMISH AHILMQSU having qualms (feeling of doubt or misgiving) [adj] 

QUENCHER CEEHNQRU one that quenches (to put out or extinguish) [n -S] 

QUENCHES CEEHNQSU QUENCH, to put out or extinguish [v] 

QUIBBLED BBDEILQU QUIBBLE, to argue over trivialities [v] 

QUIDDITY DDIIQTUY true nature of thing [n -TIES] 

QUIPPING GIINPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

QUIRKING GIIKNQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

QUITCHES CEHIQSTU QUITCH, perennial grass [n] 

QUOTABLY ABLOQTUY QUOTE, to repeat words of [adv] 
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R 

RHIZOBIA ABHIIORZ rod-shaped bacteria [n RHIZOBIA] 

RHIZOMES EHIMORSZ RHIZOME, rootlike, underground stem [n] 

RHIZOPUS HIOPRSUZ any of genus of mold fungi [n -PI, -ES] 
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S 

SCHERZOS CEHORSSZ SCHERZO, lively musical movement [n] 

SCHIZIER CEHIIRSZ SCHIZY, affected with schizophrenia [adj] 

SCHIZONT CHINOSTZ organism that reproduces by form of asexual reproduction [n -S] 

SCHLOCKY CCHKLOSY of inferior quality [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SCHNOZES CEHNOSSZ SCHNOZ, nose [n] 

SEQUENCY CEENQSUY following of one thing after another [n -CIES] 

SHEQALIM AEHILMQS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SHMOOZER EHMOORSZ one that shmoozes (to schmooze (to gossip)) [n -S] 

SHMOOZES EHMOOSSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SIZEABLY ABEILSYZ SIZEABLE, sizable (of considerable size) [adv] 

SKYHOOKS HKKOOSSY SKYHOOK, hook conceived as being suspended from sky [n] 
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SKYWALKS AKKLSSWY SKYWALK, elevated walkway between two buildings [n] 

SQUEAKED ADEEKQSU SQUEAK, to make sharp, high-pitched sound [v] 

SQUIBBED BBDEIQSU SQUIB, to lampoon (to ridicule in satirical composition) [v] 

SQUIGGLY GGILQSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SUFFIXED DEFFISUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SWAYBACK AABCKSWY abnormal sagging of back [n -S] 
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U 

UBIQUITY BIIQTUUY state of being everywhere at same time [n -TIES] 

UNZIPPED DEINPPUZ UNZIP, to open zipper of [v] 

VAPORIZE AEIOPRVZ to convert into vapor [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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V 

VEXINGLY EGILNVXY in vexing manner [adv] 

VIZARDED ADDEIRVZ VIZARD, mask [adj] 

VOCALIZE ACEILOVZ to produce with voice [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VOLUMIZE EILMOUVZ to give body to (hair) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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W 

WAXWEEDS ADEESWWX WAXWEED, annual herb [n] 

WAXWINGS AGINSWWX WAXWING, type of passerine bird [n] 

WAYBACKS AABCKSWY WAYBACK, interior area at back of vehicle [n]   

WEBZINES BEEINSWZ WEBZINE, magazine published on Internet [n] 

WHEYFACE ACEEFHWY pale, sallow face [n -S] 

WICKYUPS CIKPSUWY WICKYUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

WOMANIZE AEIMNOWZ to make effeminate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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XYLOCARP ACLOPRXY hard, woody fruit [n -S] 
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Z 

ZAPTIAHS AAHIPSTZ ZAPTIAH, Turkish policeman [n] 

ZAPTIEHS AEHIPSTZ ZAPTIEH, zaptiah (Turkish policeman) [n] 

ZEMSTVOS EMOSSTVZ ZEMSTVO, elective council in czarist Russia [n] 

ZIPPERED DEEIPPRZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 

ZIRCALOY ACILORYZ zirconium alloy [n -S] 

ZOOCHORE CEHOOORZ plant dispersed by animals [n -S] 

ZOOMETRY EMOORTYZ measurement of animals or animal parts [n -RIES] 

ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZYMOSANS AMNOSSYZ ZYMOSAN, insoluble fraction of yeast cell walls [n] 
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